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KLEED LOUNGEWEAR
23.01 / 4.30PM

The KLEED brand was founded by Carolina Guedes Cruz,
a dynamic entrepreneur with two ruling passions in her life:
fashion and wildlife conservation. Embracing today’s laidback-chic lifestyle, KLEED’s pieces are swish, casual and
quirky, taking sophisticated women effortlessly from a day at
the beach to an evening party with friends. Carolina´s Africa
is ever-present: from partnering with local NGOs to protect
the White Rhino; creating wildlife prints in rich Savannah
hues; embroidering an African animal on every article;
and the colourful Maasai beads on every clothing label.
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MIYUKI

SERGEY SHABUNIN

23.01 / 4.30PM

24.01 / 11.15AM

Tuğçe, Miyuki’s founder, launched her swimwear brand in 2017. Millennials love
Miyuki’s shapes and wear it in the sunny white sandy beaches of Turkey. Tuğçe is
an expert in swimwear, having practically grown up with swimwear, as her family
is an important supplier in the region. She has her own atelier and a small team
dedicated to making her collections. Her set-up allows her to offer a fast, flexible
and high quality service. Her styles are very chic and with her finger on the pulse
of swimwear trends, Tuğçe instinctively knows what women want to wear.

Sergey Shabunin is a Kazakh designer who is a specialist in tailoring women’s light
dresses. He started to cooperate with brands including Topman, participate in global
exhibitions and has been supporting international photographers from early years.
Sergey Shabunin launched his label in 2004, and since then his works include designing
garments for concerts as well as continuing cooperating with well-established companies
like L’OREAL. Sergey Shabunin has also been very active during international fashion
weeks and has attracted buyers from Kuwait, London, New York and many more.
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VICINI D’ISTANTI

CLAUDIA CASTRASE

24.01 / 4.30PM

24.01 / 5.30PM

“My Trip” tells of a journey, inside and outside myself, of experiences and blessings
crossing my Mother earth, Africa, and Italy. I met the ghanaian artist Kizito Amartey
whose work “Eyes of Nature” inspired me for this collection. The painting expresses
the strength of Nature, the eyes of the animals juggled each other demonstrate that
united we are stronger, never as in this period this message can be more true. It
suggests the drive to go beyond the known for the unknown, the woman becomes a
man and the man becomes a woman, in garments that leave freedom of expression.

Claudia Castrase, the designer behind the homonym fashion label, considers
herself a visual storyteller rather than a fashion designer.With a background
in painting and visual arts, she studied fashion design at the University of
Arts in Bucharest. Ever since her first collection in 2007, she mixes abstract
concepts with design elements in a well-defined personal style. Her trademarks
are minimal pure lines, perfect geometry, and subtle timeless elegance.
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MIRA HAYEK

PAOLA E. MONACHESI

25.01 / 10.30AM

25.01 / 12.30PM

MIRA HAYEK is a Beirut based ready-to-wear designer. Mira is
obsessed with geometric shapes and motifs from which she draws
inspiration to develop her silhouettes and details on her garments.
She studied Graphic Design at the Lebanese American University in Beirut. Her formal
industry training began in Milan, where she studied Fashion Design at Istituto Marangoni.
Then, she pursued her Masters in Fashion and Textile Design at Istituto Europeo di Design.

After a long career in fashion with notable brands like Versace, Paolo Emilia
Monachesi launched her own brand in 2019. In her new collection, she combines
craftsmanship with latest technology and research to bring her dreams to
life and unbridled fantasy that is shined upon by the preciousness of metals.
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ACE NAYMAN

VIDEMUS OMNIA

26.01 / 2.00PM

28.01 / 2.30PM

Created by Ece Nayman, ACE NAYMAN is the true embodiment of a lifestyle
that blends youth culture, sophistication and comfort. ACE NAYMAN is defined
by abstraction, a bold color palette, and a commitment to both comfort and
quality. Ece’s vision combines the fun of street style with the product quality of
high street, which are woven together in the oversize silhouettes that define
the brand. An ode to the modern women who can have the best of both worlds!

Videmus Omnia is an independent fashion brand based in New York City founded
in 2016. Yun has the vision that the future fashion industry will be supported and
catered for millions of small fashion workshops, studios, and companies. Videmus
Omnia focuses on creating innovative, unconventional fashion, while taking cues
from modern art and music pioneers. The brand aims to design timeless wearable art
garments with deconstructed silhouettes, infused with luxurious and intricate textiles.
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